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1. Introduction
1.1 The Mobile Telephone Service Market
-----------------------------------
The land mobile radio market which includes police radio,
taxicab dispatch, emergency medical, and public mobile telephone
Is expected to be growing at the rate of about 15 percent per
year. The mobile radio telephones system which is part of this
narket is reletively small, it is expected to grow rapidly within
the next decade.
The current market is serviced by both the telephone companies
- and independent radio common carriers. Only the telephone
companiers offer the improved mobile telephone service system in
most major metropolitan areas While both the telephone companies
:nd independent radio com!-Wan carries offer manual dispatch systems
in smaller cities and towns.
l The cellular concept (e.g. Bell System's AMPS) has great
promise for improving the mobile telephone service in the urban
area. The coverage area of a cellular system is divided into
small geographic cell,, each of which will have its own antenna
and low power frequency modulation transceiver. Calls are first
2)
, routed to a switching office and then by phone line to they
appropriate cell transceiver for radio transmission to the mobile.
Thus the cellular system is a terrestrial system and. is
economically sound only in centralized population districts. Two
cellular systems are undergoing tests in Chicago and in the
Baltimore-Washington area. It is expected that such systems will
replace the conventional mobile telephone service systems once it
is proven to be profitable and provides services of better
quality.
It is currently estimated that cellular systems will cover
approximately one third of the standard metropolitan statistical
areas of the U.S. by the year of 1990. However, the total of
metropolitan statistical areas is only about 9 percent of the
geographical area of the country. This will leave a vast
geographical area and about 100 million people (1970 census)
Without cellular service.
In these nonmetropolitan areas which are not covered by the
cellular system, it may prove cost-effective to use a Land Mobile
Satellite System (LMSS).
_ter ^ ,—°
1.2 The Project
-----------
:his project is the result of a joint effort between the
Department of Electrical Engineering at the City College, CUNY1
and the Department of Computer Information Science at the
Brooklyn College, CONY.
i
The goal of this project is to develop a software simulator to
help NASA in the design of the LMSS. The simulator will be used
to study the characteristics and implementation requirements of
the LMSS's configuration with specifications as outlined by NASA.
3)
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2. The Land Mobile Satellite System (LMSS)
---------------------------------------
2.1 The Configuration
-----------------
As discussed in secrtic ; 1.1, it is envisioned that the LMSS
will service all mobile communication in the rural area where the
population density is thinly distributed, and that terrestrial
cellular systems will service all mobile communication in the'
urban area. The interface between the satellite system and the
terrestrial system will be done through the regular wire-line
telephone network. The 'total' telephone system is depicted in
figure 2.1.1. The component shown are the regular wire-line
telephone network, the satellite system (LMSS), and the cellular
system (AMPS).
The basic LMSS to be designed by
figures 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 which were sup
figure 2.1.2, the area of coverage will
regions, each serviced by its own
covered by each S-beam will be serviced
NASA is illustrated in
plied by NASA. As shown in
be divided into eighteen
S-beam. In turn, the area
by a few UHF-beams.
As shown in figure 2.1.3, the LMSS will consist of the
llowing devices:	 satellite, master control station, gateways,
i}	 5)
mobile units, portable units, and private base stations.
Within each S-beam, there will be servwral service areas,
which correspond to the UHF-beams. There will be a gateway in
each service area to monitor the communications within the area,
and one of the gateways will be chosen to be the master control
station. The gateway functions include the following: directing
calls, connection to the telephone network, connection to private
base stations, and forwarding calls to the master control station.
The master control station will serve as the clearing house
between all gateways. If a gateway has to forward a call to
another gateway, the call. will first be forwardeL to the master
control station, then the master control station will direct the
call to the destination gateway.
Wa analysed the LMSS and derived the system block diagram a,j
shown in figure 2.1.4. The master control station and the
gateways are connActed to the telephone network which will forward
calls to/accept calls from a fixed phone or a mobile serviced by
the cellular systems.
Terrestrial communication lines will exist among the master
control staticn, gateways, and private base stations. These
communication lines will be used for the purpose of linking their
facilities and to provide the neccessary services, such as,
forwarding calls.
The master control station, gateways, private base stations,
mobile units, and portable units will all communicate with the
satellite through the satellite channel which includes both the
S-beams and UHF-beams. Interference sources also enter into the
satellite channel and must be considered.
6)
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t2.2 Types of Call
An analysis was done by NASA of the types of calls that way
occur within the LMSS. The ,following is the resultant list:
1. a mobile wants to communicate with another mobile in the same
S-beam and same UHF-beam;
2. a mobile wants to communicate with another mobile in the same
S-beam but in a different UHF-beam;
3. a mobile wants to communicate with another mobile in a
different S-beam;
4. a mobile in the, LMSS wants to communicate to a fixed phono or
another mobile serviced by a cellular system in the same
S-beam;
5. a mobile in the LMSS wants to communicate to a fixed phone or
another mobile serviced by a cellular system but in a different
S-beam;
6. a fixed phone or a mobile serviced by a cellular system wants
to -ommunicate with a mobile in the LMSS in the same S-beam;
7. a fixed phone or a mobile serviced by a cellular system wants
to communicate with a mobile in the LMSS but in a different
S-beam;
They are summerized in table 2.2.1 and llustrated in figure 2.2.2.
' Table 2.2.1: Types of Call
Definition*: M - rural based mobile c-rviced by satellite systei
C - cellular	 based	 mobile	 serviced	 by	 eellula
system
F - any phone on the fixed wire line network
1.
Type
----
Call
----
Decription
----------
i
1 Ml to M2 Rural mobile to rural mobile in
same UHF-beam
2 M1 to M3 Rural mobile to rural mobile in
different UHF-beam, some S-beam
3 M1 to M4 Rural mobile to rural mobile In
different UHF-beam, different
S-beam
4 M1 to F/C1 Rural mobile to fixed/cellular
mobile in same S-bean
5 M1 to F/C2 Rural mobile to fixed/cellular
mobile in different S-beam
6 F/Cl to M1 Fixed/cellular mobile to rural
mobile in same S-beam
7 F/C2 to Ml Fixed/cellular mobile to rural
mobile in different S-beam
, ,7	
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2.3 Link options
------------
NASA further studied the type of calls and determined the
possible l±nk options within each type of calls. They are
summarized in table 2.3.1.
Table 2.3.1: Link Options
------------
Class	 Description Link Option
1	 M1 to M2 1 M1->M2, hard wired transponder
1 2 M1->M2, direct switched transponder
, 3 Ml 3M2, indirect switched transponder
4 M1->G1->M2, double hop system
2	 M1 to M3 1 M1->M3, hard wired transponder
. 2 Ml->M30 direct switched transponder
3 Ml-,M3, indirect switched transponder
4 Ml->G1->M3, double hop system
3	 M1 to M4 1 Ml ->M4, hard wired transponder
2 M1->M4, direct switched transponder
.3 M1- >M4, indirect switched transponder
4 M1->G1-->M4, double hop,	 single
gateway system
f
. S
6
M1->G2->MS, double hop, single
gateway system
M1->G1->G2->M4, double hop, doul
gateway system
M1->Gl->F/Cl, single hop systq=m
M1->G1->F/C2, single hop system
Ml->G2->F/C2, hard wired transpi
Ml->G2->F/C2, switched transpono
F/C1->Gl->M1, single hop system
F/C2->Gl->Ml, single hop system
F/C1->G2->Ml,
 hard wired transponder
F/Cl->G2->.Ml,
 switched transponder
4	 M1 to F/C1
	
1
S	 M1 to F/C2	 1
2
3
6	 F/C1 to M1	 1
7	 F/C2 to M1	 1
2
3
k
ff(-ii
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1 3. The Design of the Simulator
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3.1 The Overall Design of the Simulator
-----------------------------------
FORTRAN IV is the language that 4% chose to implement the
simulator because of st. ,, e,el reasons:
a) The most important factor is that eORTRAN IV is one the most,,
if not the most, portable programming language which is
standardized. Almost all computer installations are capable of
running a FORTRAN IV program.
b) For the simulator, many scientific calculation are performed
and FORTRAN IV is one of the few languages which is
scientificcally oriented.
c) Because of the number of iterations of each simulation run and
the amount of work required tc process a sample through the
system, speed is a very important factor for designing the
system. FORTRAN IV is known to be a fast compiler, and also
the coding generated by the FORTRAN IV is also known to be very
efficient.
r
r
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The concepts of structured and modular programming were
employed into the design of the system. Moreover, a 'top-down'
design was used in the design of the simulation.
Top down design means the modules were designed, coded and
debugged by starting from the main program of the overall system
and working all the way down to the basic modules at the bottom.
Figure 3.1.1 represents the tree structure of the system. The
advantages of top down design are: program structure will be the
same as the data flow structure, modular programming will be
facilitated, and loose coupling between modules will be ensured.
Structured programming moans that for any subprocedure, _here
can be only one way to 'ENTER' and one way to 'EXIT'. The type of
statements that can be contained in the subprocedure are:
a) a block of consecutive statements which can be executed in the
physical sequence as they appear;
b) conditional statement which allow the choice of executing
one out of several blocks of statements, e.g. IF statement,
CASE statement;
c) a repeated loop with only one mature condition to branch out
of the loop which locates either at the front or at the end of
^... .	 -	 -	 .;,:. 	 _	 ._...___	 ,.. ._....._..4:x.at...4 eaea.. .,e^:-^_u.....x .zx •]^i:	 .^..:^.:.s..,S.....ur'.w.^,.e:ia'.:,: h^i^..mrwv... " e^^iv^ , a._ -.:. % . :ti t4^u	 .....:C:.
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the loops
The execution flow diagrams of these types of statements are
shown in figure 3.1.2, in which all types have only one 'ENTER'
and one
'EXIT', thus structured programming can be ensured.
Structured programming will improve the readibility of the program
and flow of execution will be on a top down fashion.
Although FORTRAN IV is not a structured language like ALGOL or
PL/I, we designed the flow of exeeution by using structured
programming techniques. This was achieved by first developing the
algorithm in a highly structure manner by using an ALGOL-like
pseudo language. Thus, the algorithm we use is itself language
independent. After this is done, it is a simple matter to encode
our algorithm intc FORTRAN IV, or for that matter any other
language. An interesting but important benefit of this is that,
we are able to have the documentation of the program even before
we have the executable statements.
Modular programming
according to the flow
functional part of the s
done only by passing
carefully	 defined to
means the program will	 be	 defined
of data and each module will represent a
ystem. Interfacing between modules is
of parameters, and each parameter is
be either an input parameter, output
14)
parameter, or input-output parameter so that modular independence
can be achieved. Thus a change in the implementation of a module
will not affect the coding of any other module in the system. The
advantage of modular programming is to allow people to work on
separate modules indepently, once the interfaces are defined.
3.2 The Data Unit
The basic input data to the system is a
the future, we plan to have actual sampled voice as our input
signal.) Samples are taken from the signal and are passed through
the system sample by sample. The sampling frequency, i.e. how
often a sample is taken, is defined as a multiple of the Nyquist
rate, and is input by the user. We analyzed and concluded that
for our simulator, a sampling frequency of at least twice the
Nyquist rate will be an acceptable approximation of the oriqinal
signal.	 This	 is	 needed because of the integrations and
differentiations that are done within the simulatio ,, i. Also from
the same study, a multiple of beyond 4 timas the Nyquist aLe
seemed not to improve the results with any significance.
16)
3.3 The Communication Scenarios
---------------------------
We proceeded to analyze how to implement the simulation of the
various types and modes of calls possible within our system (refer
to section 2.2) and concluded that it will be possible to study
all the different possible combinations of types and modes of
calls through the use of five communication scenario.a.	 (We are
I
able to combine different types of calls together if they have to
go through the same basic modules of the simulator.) The five
scenarios are:
1. Single [lop System:
For those ,calls which require the communication between two
mobile units, without going through a gateway, wfj group them
together and form scenario 1. In this scenario, a mobile will
generate a call, for which the call will go up to the
satellite, and be transponded Down directly to the destination
mobile.	 (figure 3.3.1)
2. Double Hop, Single Gateway System:
`	 For those calls which require communication between two mobile
i	 units by goincj- through a gateway, we group them together and
fform the scenario 2. In this scenario, a mobile will initiate
a call, which will be transponded by the satellite to a
m
gateway. After processing by the gateway, the vall is once
again transponded by the satellite to the destination mobile,
(figure 3.3.2)
3. Double Hop, Double Gateway System:
For those calls which have to go through two gateways, then it
belongs ^co scenario 3.	 In Chia scenario, a mobile wiles
generate a call, which is transponded to a gateway. The
gateway forwards the call to the master control station. The
master control station then routes the call to the destination
gateway.	 Then the call is once again transponded by the
satellite to the destination mobile. (figure 3.3.3)
4. Mobile-to-Wire:tine System: ' -
For any call that was initiated by a motile and was desired to
go to a fixed phone or to a mobile serviced by the cellular
system, we have scenario 4. In this scenario, the call is
initiated by the mobile and then transponded by the satellite
to a gateway. Then, the gateway forwards the call into the
wireline telephone network. (figure 3.3.4)
5. Wireline-to-Mobile System:
If a call is initiated by a fixed phone or a mobile in a
cellular system to a mobile in the LMSS, we resort to scenario
5. In this scenario, a call is received from the wireline
18)
telephone network into a gateway. The call is then transponded
by the satellite to the lest!nation mobile. (figure 3.3.5)
Table 3.3.6 is a summary of the scenario selected based on the
types of calls and modes of calls.
4 .Q^	
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Table 3.3.6: Selection of Scenario
----------- '•---------
Class	 Type	 Scenario Number
-----	 ----
	 ---------••-----
1
t
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 2
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 2
1 1
2 •	 1
3 1
4 2
5 2
6 3
1 4
1 4
2 4
3 4
1 5
1 5
2 5
3 5
20)
3.4 The Selection of the Scenario
-----------------------------
When the simulator is executed, the user will first be asked
for the type of call to be simulated. After the user had input
his/her choice, then, based on the selection, the user will be
asked to select the mode of call desired from those that are
available for the selected type of call. Consequently, the
scenario number is determined based on the user ,selection of the
type and mode of call (refer to section 3.3).
Under the current version of the simulator, only the single
hop system (scenario 1) is implemented.
	 Any other scenario
selection will not produce meaningful output at this time. The
remainder of the scenarios are to be implemented during year two
of this project.
First, the type of calls that are 	 dvailable	 in	 the
communication system is displayed as follows (refer to section
2.2) :
Type of call available:
1: Ml->M2, rural mobile to rural mobile in same UHF-beam
2: Ml->M3, rural mobile to rural mobile in different UHF-beam,
in same S-band
3: Ml->M4, rural mobile to rural mobile in different UHF-beam,
in different S-band
4: Ml->FC1, rural mobile to fixed in same S-band beam
21)
5: M1->FC2, rural mobile to fixed in different S-band beam
6: FC1->M1, fixed to rural mobile in same S-band beam
7: FC2->M1, fixed to rural mobile in different S-band beam
Then the user is asked to input a number from 1 to 7 which
represent the type of call to be simulated.
After the user has input the type of call to be simulated,
then the modes of call available within the type of call selected
will be displayed (refer to section 2.3). For example if the user
chore to simulate type 1, which is rural mobile calling rural
mobile in the same UHF-beam and S -bean, then the mode of call will
be displayed as follows:
MODE OF CALL AVAILABLE:
1: M1->M2, hard wired transponder
2: Ml->M2, direct switched transponder
3: Ml->M2, indirect switched transponder
4: M1->G1-- > M2, double hop system
Then the user is asked to input the mode of call to be simulated.
Based on the type of call and mode of call selected, the
program will determine which scenario to be simulated ( refer to
section 3.3).
^r
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4. The Simulator
-------------
4.1 The Controllers
---------------
4.1.1 The Simulator Controller
------------------------
The user can <;ontrol the duration of the simulation run
through three inputs: the duration of the input signal to be
tested, the sampling frequency, and the range of SNR (signal to
noise ratio) values to be tested.
The duration of the input signal to be tested and the sampling
frequency will determine the number of samples to be generated and
passed through the system for each SNR value to be tested (refer
to section 4.1.3).
The number of different SNR value to be tested will then
determine the nu: ►:ber of iteration runs of the simulator required:
one for each value to be tested.
Hence, the total time a simulation run will take is the
product of the time it takes to process one sample, the sampling
frequency used, the duration of the input signal to be tested, and
the number of different SNR values to be tested.
23)
4.1.2 The Master Controller
---------------------
The purpose of the master controller is to drive the
subcontroller to perform iterative runs of the simulator with the
parameters as specified by the user.
power for the given SNR of the
simulation clock to 0. Then it
an iteration of the simulator
y, it uses the master controller
the output SNR if requested by
First, it calculates the noise
current iteration and resets the
calls the subcontroller to perform
(refer to section 4.1.3). Finall,
instrumentation package to measure
thu user (refer to section 4.2.2).
r
i
The algorithm is as follow:
AAAAAAAAA#A # #A# AAA# ##AA#AAAAAAAAA#AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA##AAA#AAAAAAA
/simulation master controller function/:
<initialize simulation master controller function>
DO <range of SNR>
<calculate SNR>
<calculate standard deviation for white noise>
<perform simulation reset>
<set flag for mobile xmtr>
(perform a simulation run>
<perform master controller instrumentation package>
END <signal to noise ratio>
END /simulation master controller function/
# AAA #AAAA#AA#AAAA## #A#A ##AAAA# #A#A #AAAAAAAAA#AAAAAA#### #AA#AA
A)
r
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4.1.3 The Subcontroller
-----------------
The purpose of the subcontrollwr is to perform an Iteration of
the simulator by passing samples of the origin&, signal through
the system.
This program utilizes a loop in which it first tests whether
the current iteration has been completed by comparing the
simulation clock against the duration of the input signals to be.
tested, as requested by the user. if the run is not finished, it
calls the appropriate scenario (refer to section 3.3) to process
the sample.	 Then, the subcontroller instrumentation package is
called to accumulate or print the output signal as selected by the
user (refer to section 4,2.1). The simulation clock is then
updated by adding the sampling time interval to reflect the
current simulation time. This cycle will be repeated until the
proper number of samples have beer. processed. (refer to section
4.1.1) .
The algorithm is as follow:
####R####R#########RR#####CFA#####RAA#R#RRRRRRA#######R######^#
/simulation sub-control function/:
DO UNTIL <en! of current simulation run>
DO /an iteration of the simulation run/:
<perform the scenario>
<update the simulation control function>
•	 11
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END /an iteration of the simulation run/
ENn
END /simulatio ,i sub-control function/
lfifi.
4.2 The Instumentation
------------------
4.2.1 The Instrumentation package
---------------------------
Under the current version, the user has t::e choice between two
types of output: to compare the output signal with the input
signal (graphic and tablular plots are provided) (refer to section
4.2.3), or to compare the output SNR against the input SNR (refer
to section 4.2.2) .
The output from the simulator can be used to study the
following:
a) Study effect of interference on c";
b) Study effect of modulation and fading on Frequency
spectrum;
c) Effect of use of filter on SNR;
d) Effect of channel on SNR;
e) Effect of use of space diversity receiver;
f) All combinations of the above.
26)
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4.2.2 The Master Controller instrumentation Package
---------------------------------------------
The purpose of this instrumentation package is to calculate
the output SNR and compare it against the input SNR, if requested
by the user.
During an iteration, the subcontroller instrumentation package
measures the output signal power and the output noise power (refer
to section 4.2.3). Based on this data, the master controller
instrumentation package calculates the output SNR by:
10 * log (output signal power / output noise power)
and prints a table of the input SNR's tested along with the output
SNR.
The algorithm is as follow:
I/simulation master controller instrumentation package/:
<compute signal to noise ratio>
<display signal to noise ratlo>
<reset output power>
END <simulation master controller instrumentation package>
*^***^**+► ****^************^***t**^r****^t***^^r*^ *, ► ,tie*rr*^*^r***
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4.2.3 The Subcontroller Instrumentation Package
-----------------------------------------
The purpose of this instrumentation package is to print the
output signal along with the input signal, or to measure the
output signal power and noise power.
Each time when a sample is taken from the original signal, two
i
copies of the sample are made and sent through the system. 	 One
I
sample will pass through the entire communication system without'
accumulating any noise. This sample is called the signal without
noise.	 The other sample will also be passed throught the system
but will be affected by noise and interference.	 This sample is
called the signal with noise.
i
When the user requests to print the output signal, both the
	
s*ample with noise and sample without noise will be printed (and 	 v
plotted) together with the original sample. 	 In this way, the
effect of the communication system and the effect of noise and
	
j	 interference can be studied by comparison on a sample to sample
basis.
'	 When the user requests to measure the output SNR as a function
	
u	
of the input SNR, then the signal power and noise power are
measured in this instrumentation package (refer to section 4.2.2).
I
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The power of the signal is calculated as the sum of the square of
the output signal without noise. The power of the noise is
calculated as the sum of the square of the output noise which in
turn is calculated by subtracting the signal component from the
output signal with noise.
The algorithm : s as follow:
•*^^► ^^ * ^rrrrerr^r ^rr * ^^^^a^^*a^^► ^^^* r^r^r► ^^► ^^r^rrr^r► * ^► *^^^► ^r^^^r► *^► r^
<simulation subcontroller instrumentation package>
CASE <type of measurement>
/1/: <display original signal & output signal>
/2/: <accumulate the output signal power and output noise
power>
END
END /simulation subcontroller instrumentation package>
•	 •*r+► ^*^+^^**r^► •rr^rr**a*r**^*,w**^r,^r ► ^r•*r► rr.r*,► ^R*r► ***^r► ^r^► ^rrr*+^^*^*
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User's Guide
------------
This user's guide will provide the user with a step by step
` I	 explanation of the questions that will be asked during a session
' with the simulator. References are given in each question so that
the user can refer to the appropriate sections if an in depth
discussion about the topic is desired.
The first question asked will be whether if the session is an
online or batch session. The user should answer a 'Y' if it is an
online session, or a 'N' if it is a batch session.
-
	
	 First, the typo of calls- that are
	 available	 in	 the
, communication system is displayed as follow: (refer to section
2.2).
.Type of call available:
Y
1: M1->M2, rural mobile to rural mobile in same UHF-beam
2: M1->M3, rural mobile to rural mobile in different UHF-beam,
f	 i	 in same S-band
3: M1->M4 1 rural mobile to rural mobile in different UHF-beam
in different S-band
4: M1->FC1, rural mobile to fixed in same S-band beam
5: M1->F'C2, rural mobile to fixed in different S-band beam
6:, FC1->i41, fixed to rural mobile in same S-band beam
7: FC2->M1, fixed to rural mobile in different S-band beam
Then the user is asked to input a number from 1 to 7 which
represent the type of call to be simulated.
After the user has input the type of call to be simulated,
then the modes of call available within the type of call selected
will be displayed (refer to section 2.3). For example if the user
I
chose to simulate type 1, which is rural mobile calling rural
(	
mobile in the s,-.me UHF-beam and S-beam, then the mode of call will
i •be displayed as follows:
MODE OF CALL AVAILABLE:
1: M1->M2, hard wired transponder
2: M1->M2, direct switched transponder
3: M1->M2, indirect switched transponder
4: Ml->GI->M2, double hop system
Then the user is asked to input the mode of call to be simulated.
i
	
	 Based on the type of call and mode of call selected, the
program will determine which scenario to be simulated (refer to
d
section 3.3). The questions asked from this point on will vary
depanding on the features to be simulated within the scenario.
Under the current version, only the single hop system (scenario 1)
is implemented, so we shall focus our discussion on those
questions that will be asked when the single hop system is to be
simulated. Then the user will be asked to input the frequency of
the baseband signal in hertz. The baseband signal has an upper
limit of 3000 Hz (refer to section 5 ).
They: the user will be asked to input the power of the baseband
signal in watts. The power of the baseband signal has to bo less
than or equal to 0.5 watts, so that the maximum instant!aneous
frequency deviation is less than or equal to 12000 Hz (refer to
section 5 ) .
Then the user will be asked to input the carrier power in
watts (refer to section 5 ).
Then the user may be asked to input the frequency deviation.
Ynder the current version, the frequency deviation is fixed at
12 0 000 Hz in order for the simulator to meet AMPS specifications
(refer to section 5 ).
Then the user will be asked to input the sampling frequency in
terms of a multiple of the Nyquist rate. Acceptable values are
from twLie the Nyquist rate to four times the Nyquist rate. Twice
the Nyquist rate is the minimum in order for the simulator to
integrate and differentiate currectly.	 Four times the Nyquist
rate is the maximum since any increase of the sampling frequency
r.
w
beyond this point will not improve any signigicant approximation,
but will prolong the run time substantially (refer to section
3.2) .
Then the user may be asked to input the carrier frequency.
Under the current version of the simulator, the carrier frequency
Is not used in the simulation (refer to section 5 ).
Then the user will be asked whether compressor/expandor (AMPS
specs) is used in the transmitter and receiver (refer to section 5
Then the user will be asked whether pro-emphasis and
de-emphasis filters (AMPS specs) are used in the transmitter and
receiver (refer to section 5 ).
Then the iser will be asked whether fading is present in the
uplink channel and whether the interference source will be faded.
If fading is present, the the user will be asked to choose the
type of fading channel,(refer to section 6 ) as following:
1. No specular component (Raleigh fading) 	 1
2. Specular components but shortest path
3. Specular component, but mean path
The the characteristics of the fading channel will be asked as
follow:	 the multipath spread time in micro-second; the doppler
s
$4)
spread bandwidth in Hertz= and the specular-to- multipath power
ratio in Db. If fading is not present, then these questions will
not be asked.
Then the user will be asked whether if fading is present in
the downlink channel. The same types of questions will be as
forked as for the uplink channel which was discussed in the
previous paragraph.
Then the user will be asked whether multiple SNR values are to
be tested. If it is, then the riser will be asked to input the
ranges of SNR's for different devices by specifying the initial
value, the increment value, and the ending value of the SNR's. If
multiple SNR value is not to be tested, then the user will be
asked to input a SNR value for each device. Under the current
version of the simulator, only the Gaussian noise in the mobilo
receiver is implemented (refer to section 4.1, 4.2).
Then the user is asked whether if space diversity receiver is
used. If it is present, then the user will be asked to input the
duration of the decision period which is the duration of lapse
time before a decision is made to determine which receiver is
receiving a stronger signal.
Then the user is asked to input the approximate duration of
.	 {
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the input signal to be tested in seconds. There is a boundary
imposed as from 0.01 second to 9.99 second ( refer to section 4.1) .
Finally, the user is asked to input the type of performance to
be measured. Under the current version, the user has	 the	 choice
of	 choosing either	 to	 compare	 the recovered output signal to
I original input signal, or to measure the output	 signal	 to	 noise
E
ratio	 (refer to section 4.2).
i
5. The Transmitter
----------------
5.1 FM Generation
An FM ai„nal is generated in this stage. A frequency
modulated signal can be generated using the device represented by
the block diagram shown in Fig 5.1.1.
We have :
t
_«,
Where
v(t) = output of device represented in fig. 5.1.1
Pc = power of the carrier
We = carrier angular frequency
t	 = time
&f = frquency deviation
m( It) = modulating signal
m(-op ) = 0
t
A ^w,{f ant cSMCt^d'C}-.. we.+ air is MW)
	
{	 -^
Since the deviation of the instantaneous angular frequency is
	directly	 proportional to the modulating signal m(t)
	 the
combination of integrator and phase modulator constitutes a device
for generating a frequency modulated signal.
The modulating signal m(t) or "intelligence" is obtained from
36)
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the	 signal	 source	 generator.	 Before	 feeding	 it to	 the	 FM
modulator,	 some	 optional	 signal	 processing	 is	 done on	 the
modulating signal	 namely:	 preemphasis and compression.
The output of the FM	 modulator	 could	 be	 passed through
nonlinear	 stage	 and	 a	 filter	 before	 sendin r.	 it	 t,	 the satellite,
if	 so	 is	 desired.	 (at	 this	 point	 in	 time	 neither the
nonlinearity	 nor	 the	 filter	 are	 implemented).	 A block diagram	 of
j	 the	 transm i tter	 is	 shown	 in	 Fig.	 5.1.2.
The	 algorithm	 is	 as	 follows:
/	 Mobile	 to	 satellite	 transmitter/:
IF<mobile	 to	 satellite	 transmitter	 flag	 is	 on)
THEN	 <generate a	 new sample>
1
1	 <process	 the	 31gn8l>
<generate	 the FM	 signal>
<pass	 the	 FM	 signal
	 through	 a	 non-linearity>
<filter	 the	 signal>
<send	 the	 signal	 to	 the	 satellite>
ELSE	 <send	 •inmodulated	 signal>
END/Mobile	 to	 satellite	 transmitter/
5.2 The Signal Source Generator
---------------------------
Samples of the modulating signal are generated in this stage
In the present version of the simulator the modulating signal m(t)
is a cosine.
M(t) = BPS Goy aft 1:, t)
Where:
Ps s power of the modulating signal
Fs s frequency of the modulating signal
t : time
The algorithm is as follows:
/Signal source generator routine/:
_.
	
	 <sample of the modulated signal is calculated>
END/Signal source generator routine/
5
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5.3 Transmitter Signal Processor
-------- - --------------- ----
The	 modulator	 is	 preceded	 by	 the	 following	 four
voine-processing stages:
a.- Compressor
b.- Preemphasis
c.- Deviation limiter
d.- Post deviation-limiter filter
A block diagram of the transmitter signal processor is shown
in Fig.	 5.3.1.	 •
5.3.1 The Compressor
Basically, a compressor is a nonlinear device which reduces
the amplitude range of an input signal; so that it falls whithin a
predetermined range.
	 At the receiver the inverse operation,
expanding, is performed; so that the signal
	 is restored to its
appropiate range. The combined operation of compressing and
expanding is called companding. Compandin3 is used in telephone
systems to reduce nonlinear distortion and to compensate for
signal laver difference between loud and soft talkers.
The compressor simulated is a 2:1 	 syllabic compandor.	 For
every 2 db.	 change in input level, to this compressor, the change
in output level is 1 db.
The algorithm is as follows:
/ The compressor/:
IF <compressor flag is off>
40)
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THEN < end >
ELSE < compress the sampled signal >
END/ The compressor/
5.3.2 The Preemphasis Filter
----------------------
In an FM system a source of noise improvement is provi.ied by
preemphasis of the high frequencies at the transmitter and
corresponding deemphasis at the receiver. This improvement is due
to the adequate choice of the filters to minimize noise. The-
power spectral density of the noise at the output of the
demodulator increases proportionally with the square of the
frequency. So it is possible to choose a filter such that its
frequency response falls off as the frequency increases.Therefore,
noise will be reduced; and so will the signal.	 But if the signal
is filtered in the transmitter in such a way that the attenuation
of	 the filter	 in	 the receiver	 is cancelled,then the original
signal is recovered in the receiver [5.1].
The preemphasis filter Fig. 5.3.2 raises the audio level at a
rate of 6 db/octave above 300 Hz. and the deemphasis filter Fig
5.4.3 in the receiver decreases the audio output at 6db./octave;
thus producing a flat output audio response. However, the noise
passes only through the deemphasis filter and noise is thereby
suppressed Lo some extent.
The simulated preemphasis filter was desi g ned usin g the
inverted bilinear transformation technique from a one pole analog
filter.	 The implementation corresponds to direct form II [5.2]
shown in Fig.	 5.3.3.
The algorithm is as followA:
/Preemphaals filter routine/:
IF (preemphasis flag is on>
THEN (feed the sampled input to the filter>
ELSE < end>
end
END/Preemphasiv filter routine/
5.3.3 The DeviaticciLimiter-	 - 
According to the working paper entitled Cellular System Mobile
Station - Land Station Compatibility Specification, January 1980
prepared by an EIA Ad Hoc Comittee to address the question of
technical compatibility for cellular service; "For audio inputs
applied to the transmitter signal processing stage, a mobile
station must limit the instantaneous frequency deviation to + 12
KHz. ". In the simulator this specification is satisfied when
the user enters the power of the modulating signal (which has to
be less than 0.5 Watts).
5.3.4 The Post Deviation-Limiter Filter
----------------------------------
This filter is a low	 pass	 filter	 whose	 attenuation
characteristic is given by :
40 Log (f13000) db.
	 f > 3000 Hz.
41)
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The purpose of this filter is to bardlimit the modulating signal;
so that the bandwidth allocated to the FM signal is not exc*od*d.
The bilinear transformation technique 13 used to design this
filter from a 2—pole analog filter. The result is shown in Fig.
5.3.4.
5.3.5 The Modulator
As explained in 5.1 an FM signal is generated by passing the.
i,jodulating signal through an integrator and a phase modulator.
The output of the phase modulator is given by:
V(t) :	 2Nc
	 Cos ( We t +10(t) )
	 (5.3.1)
where:
	 t
t>	 2W &f
	 m('C) d-t	 (5.3.2)
Therefore, one way to generate v(t) would be to add 0(t) to the
term Wct
	 and then take the cosine of that sum.
	 However, this
would mean that the sampling frequency required in the simulator
be at least twice as much as Fc.
	 Since Fc is a very high
frequency, the amount of computer time necessary to process a few
sec.^nds of the modulating signal will be astronomical.
	 To avoid
this problem, the	 modulator
	 only	 generates	 rand	 t 1, a"I if) its
	 the
inphase and quadrature components of v(t), namely2Nc Cos di(t)
and	 2Nc Sin
	 t).
'v(f;) =	 p^ICOS WA cos^(t') — SinW'+ s;n4(+)]	 (5.3.3)
aa)
a phasor representation of v(t) is shown in Fig. 5.3.5.
To show that such an approach will still represent the
simulation of an FM waveform consider that noise
n ltd -	 05.3.4)
is added to the transmitted signal. Then the received signal is
S1 ^^  p Ccos¢ + fkttl1"S Wj - cs^ ^^ + ns(t)\s;,,w^^Js P^  1	 `	 T2--p-"C
 )
and in terms of envelope R(t) and phasecL(t) , we have
-TI Cf) = ZP, RCt') C-0SCW' t -+,:, 4«] J
where
s	 '/a
(C04+ 	 )4 (S;'^t 7s='tP /2	 C5.3.r7^BPS	 ^P^
and
	
S;rn9& + ^S(t
	 Pg
S.
cos ^ + n^c^^ / ^S
When there is no noiseo[(t) = 0(t) as expected.
A basic FM receiver, to recover the modulating signal from
v(t) or r(t) consists of an IF filter, a limiter, a discriminator,
	
and a baseband filter as shown in Fig. 	 5.3.6.	 1
	
If v(t) is the input to this receiver,	 the signal	 at the
output of the limiter is:
49)
V` (t) = A L Cos( Wet +o((t))	 (5.3.9)
Where A. is the amplitude of the limiter output. Assuming A L = 1
44) I
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the output of the differentiator is
'\3a (-L-)= - (WC. + Cl out)l ^;^ (up. +at t))	 ^ 5.3. I o^
L 	
^ J
Finally the output of the baseband filter is
^I
where we have assumed that the baseband filter rejects de.
I
The demodulated output is then
-vo(t)	 ton	 S I P	 ,t nj	 coS + rC,
and if there is no noise
oC't) = 211 05',z+C+) 	 tF>.3.13')
as expected.
The simulated FM modulator consists of an 	 integrator,	 an
amplifier with a gain 2RAf 	 and the stage that generates the
inphase and quadrature components.
The algorithm !.s the following:
/FM modulator/:
< integrate the modulating signal >
< multiply by 2trj&f >
< generate the inphase and quadrature components >
END/FM modulator/
.3.6 Non-linearity Stage
-------------------
In the current version of the simulator this stage is only a
45)
'dummy' subroutine.
	
The signal is currently passed through a
stage of gain 1 . If a nonlinearity is required, it will be
easily implemented since the skeleton of the subroutine has alredy
been designed.
5.3.7 Filter
If additional filtering of t
this subroutine could provide
version of the simulator has
filter. Again, the point should
easily implemented since the
already been designed.
he modulated signal is required,
such filtering.	 The current
a "dummy" subroutine instead of a
be made that a filter could be
skeleton of the subroutine has
46)
5.4 The Receiver
In the FM simulator, as it was stated before, the transmitted
signals are the inphaae component^Cosb ( t) ) , and the quadrature
component (9^^ Sin ¢(t) ).	 The Fm receiver ue4d to recover the
modulating signal is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Comparing the simulated receiver with the standard FM receiver
of Fig. 5.3.6, notice that both have filters at the receiver input
to limit the incoming noise. There is a limiter in the
conventional FM receiver while in the simulator, we do not need
one.(31mulator was designed in such a way that an ideal limiter
was assumed). While the conventional FM receiver has a
discriminator ( differentiator and an envelope detector); the
simulator only has a differentiator. The envelope detector is not
needed since it is a baseband simulation.	 Finally, both receivers
have baseband filters.
The algorithm is as follows:
/Mobile satellite receiver/:
< using space diversity, the strongest signal is selected >
< demodulation is performed >
f	 < process the demodulated signal >
END/Mobile satellite receiver/
5.4.1 Diversity
If the signal perturbation in the channel were only due to
additive psaussian noise, the basic receiver shown in Fig.
	 5.3.6
i
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would suffice to recover the modulating signal. However,
non—gaussian channel perturbations are very common In practice.
For example, multiple transmission paths due to stratifications in
the transmission medium or reflecting objects is one of them. One
way to combat this kind of degradation (lading) on the signal is
by using a space diversity receiver. If dual diversity is used,
such receiver consists of two antennas, two IF filters. a signal
selector, a discriminator, a baseband filter, and a processing
stage. The two antennas are spaced sufficiently apart; so thaC
the received signals are independent, of one another. The IF
filters limit the noise going into the receiver while the signal
selector picks the strongest signal.
5.4.2 The Space Diversity Receiver
----------------------------
Two antennae will be used to receive the signal for the mobile
receiver. The antennae will be placed sufficiently apart so that
the noise effect and the fading channel effect will be
statistically independent at each receiver. Thus, one antenna may
be receiving a stronger s.wnal while the other is receiving a
weaker signal. One of these received signals will be passed
through to the mobile receiver for demodulation based on the
following selection algorithm:
A decision period is that duration of time between which a
decision is made to determine which antenna is receiving a
stronger signal. The duration of the decision period is an user
48)
input variable.
During a decision period, the power of the signals received at
both antennae is accumulated using an envelope detector (integrate
and dump technique). At at the end of a decision period, the
power of the signals received at both antennae are compared to
determine which antenna had been receiving stronger signals.
Whichever one is receiving a stronger signal will be chosen to
P833 through its received signals to the receiver for demodulation.
during the next decision period.
The algorithm is as follow:
•rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
_	 /Space diversity receiver routine/:
IF <space diversity receiver is on> THEN BEGIN
<accumulate signal power>
<increment time counter>
IF <decision time> THEN BEGIN
<reset time counter>
IF <receiver (1) is stronger than receiver (2)>
THEN <choose receiver M>
ELSE <choose receiver (2)>
<reset accumulation signal power>
END
END
<choose the output signal>
END /Space diversity receiver routine/
l
F 
.^..^, _, -...
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5.4.3 The FM demodulator
The inputs to the simulated FM demodulator are the inphase and
quadrature components. They could be faded, perturbed with
gaussian noise, and/or a cochannel interference. In other words
any possible combination could be handled by the simulator. The
simulated FM demodulator is shown in Fig. 5.4.
In this demodulator the blocks which deserve some comment are
the differentiator and the baseband filter since the other blocks
are self-explanatory.
The differentiation is implemented by taking the backward
difference of the arc tangent of the ratio of quadrature and phase
components.	 The difference is divided by the time between two
consecutive samples to obtain the derivative.
The baseband filter will supress
	 the	 noise	 above	 3
KHz.,therefore the signal to noise ratio will improve. This
filer has been designed using the bilinear
	 transformation
technique from a 2 pole analog filter.
The algorithm is as follows:
/The FM demodulator/:
< obtain ratio of inphase and quadrature components >
< obtain Ar 4 ',.an of such ratio >
< perform differentiation ,
.	 .
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< filter the demodulated signal >
END/The FM demodulator/
5.4.4 Receiver Signal Processor Stage
-------- ------ --------- -----
The purpose of this stage is to undo whatever processing was
done in the transmitter. Since a compressor and a preemphasia
filter are available in the transmitter; an expander and a
deemphasia filter have been designed into this stage.
The simulated expandor is the portion of a 2:1 syllabia
compandor. For every 1 db. change in input level to the
expandor, the change in output level is 2 db.
The deemphasia filter has a frequency response ; such that it
cancels out the preemphasis done in the transmitter. The
deemphasia characteristic has a -6 db/octave response between 300
Hz.	 and 3000 Hz.
The algorithm is as follows:
/Receiver Signal Processor/:
IF < deemphasia flag is on>
THEN < do deemphasia >
IF < expandor flag is on >
THEN < do expansion >
END/Receiver signal processor/
t
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6.1. The Fading Channel
------------------
A frequently used approach to long distance communications is
via satellite channels as in the case of this simulation.
Frequently, this radio transmission is via a channel which
exhibits both time and/or frequency dependent variations in signal
amplitude and phase. Such a channel is refferred to as a fading
Lchannel.
Fading of radio signals can occur in a variety of ways.	 The
4	
most common cause of fading is due to multipath. In multipath
4 fading, the transmitted signal arrives at the receiver via more
than one propagation path, and frequently with time and/or
frequency varying relrtive phase differences. However, at the
receiver, these paths are indistinguishable, and what is really
received is the resultant of these paths. 	 Consequently, the
resultant received waveform is a replica of the transmitted signal
modified by varying amplitude and phase components. When the
number of components of the multipath are large, the resultant
will have Rayleigh statistics; thus being called Rayleigh fading.
It is also possible, that either due to a free line of sigh;
path, or a strong reflection, that one or more of the components
will be much stronger than the rest, thus carrying most of the
signal power.	 These components are called specular components.
Whenever the channel output consists of a strong stable specular
signal	 plus a	 faded version of this signal, the resultant will
have Rician statistics, thus being called Rician 	 fading.	 This
type of transmission medium is much more preferable than one which
89)
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exhibits Rayleigh fading, since a significant amount of the power
is contained in a ma j or stable communication path, thus reducing
the relative power of the randomly varying multipath components.
The fading channel is modeled as a aide-sense - stationary
uncorrelated scattering ( WSSUS) channel. Such a model is general
enough to exhibit both time and/or frequency selectivity and
imposes no restriction on the fading rate. A commonly used model
of a fading channel is the tap-delay -line model ( Fig. 6 . 1.1)-a
model which is employed in this simulation.
This model takes the transmitted signal, which is of the form
S(t')- z G 'tk U) G03(w 'zt-1- 9(t')+ ao)	 (r..i.$)
where
u^'^1 - e. 11'VtloPt Oa t^t Si Mca l wi uIN C 'tl^ Ct^  1
Pte. '= power OS ^^G G0.^r:eY-s
B(t^ = ins}ro►n^wt^toug P^ase ors t1^t Ga^r^^rs
VJ ^, =	
t
cr^1t^ onSv^o^ ^^recw
r
tlh^'^ C..^c^	 '8p = ct`c DA-CLr^S P^M45!
and operates on it, producing the received signal
Y(t^= Ja ^Rct-nT-,m(t-nT)C.o s(WC++6(t-nT) +	ij+®o,Sao
where
T	 = delay per tap (delay between the multipath components)
R(t)= Rayleigh distributed transmission (tap) gain(s)
x	 _`
(t)= uniformly distributed (0,21x) phase.
The quadrature component representation of thermal noise;:°
T) R); C1c t-k^ cog (w^^+Bo> + i1gC^^ s; c.Cw^^+9 o^
	
6.1.3
__
mk	 ^a
where n,
-
(t) and ng(t) are uncorrelated Cuassian random proeessei
of zero mean value and of equal variance. is than added to th,
signal.
For convenience, the following notation will be introduced.
Let
g(t) =R(t)cosf(t)
and
h(t) =R(t)sino(t).
	
(6.1.4)
It can be shown that both g(t) and h(t) are not only Cuassian but
are also statistically independent of each other and have zero
means and equal variances.	 The resultant signal	 (the sum of
(6.1.2)	 and	 (6.1.3)	 ) in terms of quadrature components is then
found to be
'' 	`^'(^^_ ^ Zee ^Ct-nT^l(t- t1T^Cog^wct+^c+®Ct-nT>^
+ ncl t^  ^gCwc^ +BQ> - (ls(t^ S^r,(wc^ +60^ 	 ( 6.1.5)
Expanding further and including the specular component, it can be
seen that
r'W)= ^Pr 'tltt^COS ®(t)+Z'L(t- Y%T) ^(t-M) coS 9(t-M-r^
nay
-1 ► tl-^T^gt^.eCt- ^T)^t c1GC^^^GoS^w^^ +eo^
aP^ 'tl(t)3^n6^t^ ♦^.'L1 lt -n'T^ ^C^ - r,T^gi^B(,t-^T^
MCA
_^. ^^^- n^ c.osA Ct-hT)^,'} ns(t^^ 5; t1(wGt't 9v) (.6.1.6
This expression is simulated as shown in Fig.	 6.1.3 as well as in
the present simulation.
In the case of FM (see report 5.1) we have
.	 n
^o t-^ = d elc t^
d^
(b.i.1o)
62)
U(t) : 1,	 (6. 1.7)
6
and
5COVIStIO
6Ct^= 211h 5 	 dT = 4'a)
-
where
%(t) = modulating signal
&f	 - frequency deviation.
Thus the received signal for FM reduces to
f^sl
+ n^tt^J cosCw^t+6o^
aPG :^ ^^+^^asCt- r,-T)a
	 T)'',.4,^^,-nT^cast^s(t=s,T)
	
11SC^^] git^^we -^tAo> 	 (6.1.q^
This expression is similated as shown in Fig.
	 6.1.2, and is what
presently occurs in the overall simulation in the absence of
interference.	 It should be noted that if interference is present,
and if it undergoes fading,	 it is faded independently of the
signal, and added at the end.
It was shown (sec.	 5.3.5) that the output of the FM
demodulator is
where
OL(t) = ARCTAN quadrature—phask- component
--------------------------
in—phase component	 (6.1.11)
From equation (6.1.!'),(6.1.10) and (6.1.11), we thus have that
r
'^lo!}^ s- {^„ • t;^^ct) ♦ ^^^et•r.'^) 5in^et-^iT^^^{•^T^ess^tt•nT^^ rlsel^
d!
eega^(^'►' ^^^tt-nT^^^s^^-^'1'^-^,^^-e+"1^i^^t•n"T^ ;1'^^] .
(6.1.i-A)
We note that in the absence of fading and noise, our received
output is
vott> _ c^igc^,^ _ ^T©fir rrCt^	 6.1.13
(i
	 which is our original *:gnal. 	 It is also important to note that
i.
as the power of the multipath path coefficients increase (i.e.
specular-to-multipath power ratio decreases), the effect of fading
on the output signal-to-noise ratio becomes significant, even when
the input signal-to-noise ratio is large. In an analagous sense,
when the power of the multipath components is small compared to
the power of the noise terms, the effect of the input SNR value
becomes the predominant factor in determining the output SNR
value.
This phenomena can be seen on a number of sample simulation
runs	 included within the report.	 In the first run (Fig.	 6.1.4),
we have a specular-to-multipath power ratio of 100 db, with a
doppler spread bandwidth of 1 11z, and a multipath spread time of
500 microseconds as typical fading channel parameters. 	 We see
here, as predicted above, that since the multipath components
contain practically no power, the output SNR values are for all
practical purposes a function of the input SNR values. Note, that
69)
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If these are compared to a simulation run without fading present
(Fig. 6.1.5). the results are practically the same. In, Fig
6.1.6, the speeular-to-multipath power ratio is 35 db with all
other parameters remaining unchanged. In this case the effects of
fading are still very small, but can now be seen. We note that
there is u slight flattening out in the output SNR values; a drop
in the output SNR values of about 3 db as compared with the
previous case.	 We next take a look at what happens with a
speeular-to-multipath power ratio of 20 db (Fig.	 6.1.7), with all
other parameters remaining the same. 	 Here we already note a
significant flattening out of the output vs input SNR values. As
a last example, we look at a case	 (Fig.	 6.1.8) where the
apecular-to-multipath power ratio is	 10 db.	 In this case, the
flattening out of the output vs input SNR curve is 	 very
pronounced; as projected by the above analysis.
The program also has the facility of a space diversity
receiver. It is found that if such a receiver is used, the output
results can be improved upon.
There are four question.: which are asked by the simulation in
order to set up the fading channel simulator. The first, gives
the user the different possible fading scenarios availablb,
namely:
(1) No specular component (Rayleigh Fading),
(2) Specular component (but shortest path), and
(3) Specular component (but mean path).
The second question prompts the users for the total multipath
spread time. This is used to calculate the number of taps in the
a
a
I
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delay line using the algorithm:
NTAPS a FMB 0 TSPRD ♦ 1 	 (6.1.14)
where
NTAPS a number of tacs.
FMB
	 a FM bandwidth. and
TSPRD a total multipath spread time.
From this the total number of samples in the delay line is
calculated, using
TDLSMP a (NDLY a IFIX(1./TS a FMB))/2 + 1	 (6.1.15)'
where
TDLSMP = total delay line samples,
NDLY	 s NTAPS - 1 (number of delay elements), and
TS	 = sample time..
Then the doppler spread bandwidth is also asked. which is used to
set up the	 1-pole doppler filter being used to simulate the
doppler shift present in the channel.
	 Lastly,	 if either fading
scenario (2) or (3) is chosen (Hician fading), the user is
prompted to enter the specular-to-multipath power ratio (PWRRAT,
in db). This is used to calculate the power or standard deviation
of	 the
	
multipath	 components,
	 which are random Gaussian,
stat13tical'y independent terms. Depending on this ratio,
	 the
values of the specular component and multipath components are
calculated. It is important to note how(^ver, if the fading
channel hasn't a specular component, then this question is not
asked, since the fading is pure Rayleigh and every component has
the same average power.
The general algorithm used in the simulation of the fading
.	 .
channel ( simulation of expression 6.1.6) is as follows:
BEGIN /Fading Channial Routine/:
< Initialize sum and index variables >
DO < Faded sample generation routine using circular queue
method >
< Update the tap delay line >
< Update the pointer to the oldest sample in the queue >
< Set values for sample loop counters >
< Obtain new tapped delay line multiplier coefficients Y
DO < K ltiplieation and accumulaion routine for the multi-
path taps >
< Perform operation of taps to the right of pointer >
< Perform operation of taps to the left of pointer >
IF < Interference is faded then add the faded componenP,.--
of the interference >
END < Multiplication and accumulation routine for the
multipath taps >
END < Faded sample generation routine using circular queue
method >
END < Fading channel routine >.
66)
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A6.2 UHF Uplink Satellite Channel
In the UHF uplink satellite channel subroutine, the
transmitted signal is passed through a fading channel, if it
exists in the uplink channel at that time (as prescribed by the
user).	 If interference is present in the uplink, then it is
possible for it to be either faded or not faded, even if the
signal itself is faded. If it is faded, it is faded independently
of the signal, and is then added onto the faded signal. The.
simulation prompt:, the user as to wether or not he wants the
interference faded.
The algorithm for tae UHF uplink satellite channel is as
follows:
f'
BEGIN ; UHF uplink satellite channel routine
IF < Uplink fading channel is on >
THEN
DO < Fading channel routine >
'	
< Call fading channel >
END< Fading channel routine >
IF < Interference is present an y' faded, then add to faded
i	
signal >
1
 ELSE < IF interference is present and not faded. add 'to
faded signal >
I	 END / UHF uplink satellite channel routine /
67)
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6.3 UHF Downlink Satellite Channel
------------------------------
The UHF downlink satellite channel performs primarily tha same
function as does the UHF uplink satellite channel, with the only
exception being that the downlink has facilty for a space
diversity receiver.	 If a space diversity receiver is present,
than this routine allows for two seperate signals (i.e. each
signal being faded independently of the other) coming into the
receiver.
,a
t,.
r_
6.4 Gaussian noise generator
-------- ----- ---------
In many parts of the simulator,
	 gaussian noise	 is needed.	 Of
course,	 it	 is	 impossible	 to	 generate
	 truly	 gaussian	 random
G
variables	 using	 the	 computer but a good approximation to normal
random	 variables	 is	 attanaible.
The method used	 consists in obtaining a pseudo random 	 integer
number distributed
	 uniformly between
	
1	 and	 100 using	 the congruent
I
generator	 method.	 The	 number	 obtained	 is	 used	 as a
	 pointer
	 tq
pick	 a	 number	 from a
	 look-up table which contains
	 numbers	 normally
distributed	 The mean of
	 these	 later	 numbers	 is	 zero	 and	 the
variance	 is	 one.	 The table	 contains
	 numbers between	 -3 and
	 3
i
k
therefore
	 this	 is	 a	 limitation
	 because	 a	 truly	 gaussian	 random
variable
	 can	 take	 any	 value
	 between	 +oo	 and	 -oc	 However	 this
I limitation	 is	 not	 really	 serious
	 because	 a	 gaussian	 variable
	 with
a	 variance
	 of	 1	 has	 a	 very	 small	 prohability
	 of	 taking	 values
( outside
	 of	 the	 range	 +3	 and	 -3.	 In	 general,	 this	 look-up	 table
'
makes	 possible	 to	 generate
	 gaussian	 random	 variables whose	 density
function	 is	 very	 nearly	 gaussian	 near	 its	 mean,	 but	 the
1
approximation,	 as	 it	 was	 stated
	 before,	 is	 poorer	 for
	 values	 in
the	 tail	 of	 the	 distribution.
The	 algorithm	 is	 as	 follows:
/Gaussian	 random	 generator/:
<	 obtain	 a	 "random"	 number	 (integer)	 between	 1	 and	 100	 >
(
<	 get	 a	 gaussian	 number	 from	 look-up
	 table,	 the	 integer	 numbe
is	 used	 as	 a	 pointer	 to	 this
	 table	 >
END/Gaussian random generator/
90)
6.5 The Satellite
The present version of the simulator does not simulate th•
communications satellite. The satellite is simulated by a stage
of gain 1.
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7. Interference Sources
--------------------
The interference sources routine generates interference for
both the uplink and downlink channels.
Parameters of the phase and carrier-to-interference power
ratio are inputed.	 The carrier-to-interference power ratio is
changed from db into a power by
P0WINT=PC/(10 •1 (CIRTI0/10.)	 (7.1)
where
PC = power of the carrier.
CIRTIO = carrier-to-interference power ratio in db, and
POWINT = power of the interference.
The in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the interference
are then calculated by the following algorithm:
RIS6P = POWINT 0 COS(PHASE)	 (7.2)
and
RIS6Q = POWINT 0 SIN(PHASE),	 (7.3)
where
PHASE = phase of the interference,
RIS6P = in-phase component of interference, and
RI36Q = quadrature-phase component of interference.
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